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Chapter 1: Pronouns, Questions, Etc.
1. I, me

33. thing

2. you (singular)

34. anything

3. you (plural)

35. anyone

4. he, she, it

36. anyway, doesn’t matter, whatever

5. they, them

37. somewhere, approximately, about, around

6. my, mine

38. everywhere, all over, area

7. your (singular)

39. all, entire, whole

8. your (plural)

40. all

9. his, her, its

41. each other, one another, socialize, fellowship,

10. their
11. myself
12. yourself

interact, mingle
42. each other, one another, socialize, fellowship,
interact, mingle

13. yourselves

43. that

14. himself, herself, itself

44. either

15. themselves

45. both

16. we, us

46. who?

17. our

47. who? (old sign)

18. ourselves

48. what

19. this

49. what?

20. here, this

50. WHAT?!

21. here, this

51. where?

22. each, every

52. why?

23. most

53. why?

24. everyone, each one

54. when?

25. some, part, half

55. when, happen, occur, during, while,

26. sometimes

once upon a time

27. somewhat, a little

56. which

28. someone, somebody, something

57. how

29. only, alone

58. if, suppose, what if

30. always

59. if, suppose, what if

31. any

60. those two, the two of them

32. other, another, else

Grammar & Deaf Culture:

Chapter 1:
Pronouns, Questions, Etc.

The Sight Line
An imaginary line that divides
your body into dominant and
non‐dominant sides.
The Sight Line is important
for understanding and
forming certain signs.
Only signs dealing with
YOU/ME go on the sight line.

Deixis (pronounced “dyke sis”)
In ASL, pronouns are made by pointing around your
body. This is known as deixis (also called indexing or
pronominalization). It is acceptable and NOT rude in Deaf
culture.
‐ Regular pronouns use a “1” handshape
‐ Possessive pronouns use a “closed 5”
handshape
‐ Pronouns dealing with YOU/ME remain
on the sight line
‐ All other pronouns are on either side of
the sight line.

Rules for Deixis
1. If a signer points to a person or thing physically there, the
pronoun is understood.
2. If the person leaves, the signer can still point to where that
person used to be there and the pronoun is still
understood.
3. If the pronoun refers to a person who was never there, the
signer must first sign the noun and then point to spot on
either side to establish an imaginary person or thing to
point at and the pronoun will be understood from that
point on.
4. Other signers can point to where someone else has set up
a pronoun to refer to that person or thing.

Deixis (visually explained)

Grammar Review
Pronoun: a word that replaces a noun
in a sentence.
Personal Pronouns:
Can be the subject of a sentence
(I, he, she, it, they, we, and you)
Example: “They went to the store.”
Can also be the object of a sentence
(me, her, him, it, you, them, and us)
Example: “David gave the gift to her.”
Possessive Pronouns:
Show ownership (mine, yours, ours, theirs, his, hers, its)
Example: You have your plans, and I have mine.

English and ASL share both!
Personal and Possessive Pronouns

Gender and Number
Gender Specific: the gender of the
pronoun is known (ex: she)
Gender Neutral: the gender of the
pronoun is NOT known (ex: they)
Number Specific: the number of the
pronoun is known (ex: the three of them)
Number Neutral: the number of the pronoun
is NOT known (ex: them)

NOTE: ASL does NOT use gender specific
pronouns making voicing of pronouns difficult!

Personal Pronoun Incorporation
In ASL, personal pronouns can be signed to include more
than one person with a numbered handshape facing up
and circular movement. In ASL this is number specific but
can be voiced in English many ways.

Follows TWO rules:
1. The RULE OF 9
2. If it’s close to your body,
it includes yourself.
The 2 of you;
You 2;

The 4 of us;
Us 4;

The 2 of us;
Us 2; we; us

The 3 of you;
you 3;

The 4 of you;
you 4;

Simultaneous Communication
Simultaneous Communication refers to
speaking AND signing at the same time.
‐ Usually called “SIMCOM” for short
‐ Used to be called Sign Supported Speech (SSS)
Generally NOT Recommended because it is NOT an accurate form
of communication! Remember ASL and English follow VERY
different rules!
ONE EXCEPTION:
If you are talking to a hearing person with a Deaf
person present, it is considered RUDE talking in
front of a Deaf person without signing. It’s better
if everyone signs but if people that don’t sign are
involved then SIMCOM may be used in this case.

Types of Questions:
Yes/No Questions:
The answer is always yes or no;
• Eye brows should be UP
• Head is tilted forward slightly
WH Questions:
Answer is NOT yes/no and uses Who,
What, Where, Why, When, How.
• Eye brows should be DOWN
• Question word MUST be signed at the end
(can be signed at the beginning for emphasis)

Review
‐ Sight line
‐ Deixis / indexing / pronominalization
‐ Rules for deixis
‐ Personal pronouns
‐ Possessive pronouns
‐ Pronoun gender (specific/neutral)
‐ Pronoun number (specific/neutral)
‐ Personal pronoun incorporation
‐ SIMCOM
‐ Sign Supported Speech (SSS)
‐ Yes/No questions
‐ WH questions

